Swiss SafeLab M.ID Server - Advantages by comparison
Previous solutions
Token device forgotten, lost, damaged or not on you - no access!
USB-Dongle Devices as well need space on the key ring, in your pocket,
can be damaged, can be lost or can be forgotten.

Solution with Swiss SafeLab M.ID
M.ID doesn’t need any additional hardware.
As ownership factor existing cell phones, email capable smart phones / tablets
or app capable smart phones / tablets can be used.

Devices have to be managed by IT-Specialists: assigning serial numbers,
maintain lists, stock area, Device stock value, order time for new staff.
Devices often have the username inscribed – this increases logistics and
storage costs and time as well...

In case of mobile phone loss or damage, backup scenarios are provided (for
example an alternative delivery of passcodes), so that high secure logins are
still possible.

Hardware Tokens as USB-Sticks, Smartcards, Dongles cannot plugged into
foreign devices (Internet Café, Tablets)

M.ID doesn’t use any hardware which has to be plugged in somewhere.

Devices need installations on servers and on client devices, they need
hardware configurations and maybe dedicated servers are needed as
well.

Swiss SafeLab M.ID Server is installed as a background service on existing server
infrastructure.
Usage of existing user directory:
Desired users can be activated immediately after their mobile phone number
was set in your user directory.

New users often have to wait for their hardware tokens, because they
mostly have to be delivered securely and by post.

Swiss SafeLab M.ID Users can be activated immediately for any desired time
period.

Time span from installation until ready to use:
Mostly several days

Swiss SafeLab M.ID is up and running for any desired user at the same day (the
integrated tools enable you to activate any desired amount of users at once).

Annual license fees plus upgrade costs.

M.ID = one-time license costs with an unlimited length of time usage, only new
versions has to be purchased unless a subscription advantage (SA) was bought.

Multiple devices, handling is complicated, often training courses are
needed to learn handling and correct use, system and devices has to be
maintained, high system security.

M.ID is very easy to handle, almost no training or maintenance is needed and
it’s at least this secure as other solutions.

Prices are often far above CHF 5,000.00 because of additional devices,
hardware installations, client and hardware maintenance.

Prices already starting from CHF 500.00
No unnecessary costs for devices or hardware installations.
There’s no client maintenance!
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